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Comparison of advanced gravitational-wave detectors
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We compare two advanced designs for gravitational-wave antennas in terms of their ability to detect two
possible gravitational wave sources. Spherical, resonant mass antennas and interferometers incorporating reso-
nant sideband extraction~RSE! were modeled using experimentally measurable parameters. The signal-to-
noise ratio of each detector for a binary neutron star system and a rapidly rotating stellar core were calculated.
For a range of plausible parameters we found that the advanced LIGO interferometer incorporating RSE gave
higher signal-to-noise ratios than a spherical detector resonant at the same frequency for both sources. Spheres
were found to be sensitive to these sources at distances beyond our galaxy. Interferometers were sensitive to
these sources at far enough distances that several events per year would be expected.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The experimental effort to detect gravitational radiati
has advanced substantially since its beginnings in the e
1960s@1#. Two different techniques, resonant-mass anten
and interferometers, have been developed over the years
in the past decade construction has begun on long bas
interferometers designed for very high sensitivity.

In previous work@2# the sensitivity of these two technolo
gies were compared using models of potential sources
gravitational waves. In that work, different diameter sphe
cal, resonant-mass antennas@3# were compared with the ex
pected sensitivity of the initial Laser Interferomete
Gravitational-Wave Observatory~LIGO! @4# because it was
plausible that both detectors could be in operation in
early years of the 2000 decade. Generally, LIGO was fo
to be more sensitive to these sources, especially the insp
ing binary neutron stars. However, at higher frequenc
spheres were shown to provide extra sensitivity within a
stricted bandwidth. These higher frequencies, about 700
to 5000 Hz, are where the gravitational waves from bin
neutron star coalescence, rapidly rotating stellar cores,
other sources@5# are found.

Although gravitational wave sources occur at many d
ferent frequencies and amplitudes, binary neutron star
spirals emit gravitational waves at frequencies accessibl
Earth-based interferometers, a few to a few hundred He
Neutron star binaries also have an amplitude and event
that makes it plausible that advanced interferometers
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detect one or more a year@6#. At these frequencies, the neu
tron stars are many times their own radius apart from e
other and act as point masses. This makes analytically
dicting the waveform possible, but also means that the
tails of the neutron star composition~equation of state, ra-
dius, magnetic field, etc.! will not effect the waveform. When
compact bodies such as neutron stars are close enoug
gether that the gravitational radiation being given off carr
information about their structure, the frequency is high
~typically above 700 Hz! and the amplitude is lower. This i
true of the internal motion of compact bodies as well, such
the core collapse of a supernova. Determining astroph
cally interesting parameters from these higher freque
waveforms will be a major goal of gravitational wave a
tronomy once the first detections have occurred and m
require detectors specialized for higher frequency respon

Progress with interferometers and delays with spher
antennas make it more relevant now to compare spheres
a more advanced interferometer. One possible upgrad
LIGO would include an additional mirror at the output po
which allows for signal recycling@7# or resonant-sideband
extraction~RSE! @8#. These techniques allow the frequen
of peak response to be selected over a wide range and
bandwidth of the response to be controlled. Such an upgr
would allow the advanced interferometer to operate with
similar strain spectrum as a spherical, resonant-mass ant
and have more sensitivity than other interferometer confi
rations at higher frequencies.

Here we compare the sensitivity of advanced LIGO,
cluding RSE, with that of eight possible spherical antenn
with different diameters to determine the effectiveness
each technology as a detector of high frequency gravitatio
radiation. The frequency of peak sensitivity and the ba
width for the interferometer was chosen to correspond
closely as possible to the lowest quadrupole resonanc
each of the spheres. Different peak-sensitivity frequenc
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HARRY, HOUSER, AND STRAIN PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 082001
for the interferometer are obtained by varying the position
the signal-extraction mirror~by a fraction of the wavelength
of the laser light!. The fractional bandwidth of a sphere
determined by the choice of transducer, and is typically
low 20%. To reproduce this narrow bandwidth, the transm
tance of the interferometer’s signal-extraction mirror h
been chosen to be relatively low. Once the interferometer
been matched to a given sphere, the sensitivity of the sp
and interferometer to different, high frequency, sources
be compared.

The signal-to-noise ratio for both the spheres and the
terferometer was computed using the numerically simula
relativistic waveforms of two different gravitational wav
~burst! sources:~1! the inspiral and eventual coalescence o
binary neutron star system, and~2! a rapidly rotating stellar
core undergoing a dynamical instability@9,10#. Both of these
sources are predicted to have high enough event rates
they could be detected by interferometers within the next
years@4–6,11,12#

There are many other sources of gravitational waves
could provide interesting physical and/or astrophysical inf
mation. The stochastic background of gravitational radiat
depends on conditions at the earliest times in the unive
@13# and their detection would shed new light on cosmolo
Searches for scalar radiation would allow for tests of grav
beyond the prediction of general relativity. Both interferom
eters and spheres may play a role in these experiments
we did not consider these sources in this work.

II. METHOD

The spherical antennas were modeled using the s
method as described in the previous paper@2#. A conceptual
error in the code developed for the previous paper has b
corrected here. This error effects the form of they( f ) matrix
and changed the SNRs calculated by a few percent.
signal-to-noise ratio density was calculated for each sph
using the method of Price@14# as extended by Stevenso
@15#. This involved calculating the signal-to-noise ratio de
sity from the strain spectrum of each sphere. The parame
that entered the strain spectrum were chosen based, as
as possible, on optimistic extrapolations from values dem
strated in operating detectors.

Eight aluminum spheres were modeled with diameters
3.25 m, 2.75 m, 2.35 m, 2.00 m, 1.70 m, 1.45 m, 1.25 m,
1.05 m. The 3.25 m sphere weighs 50 tons and is the lar
solid sphere which can reasonably be manufactured
transported. It may be possible to get larger radii sphe
and hence lower resonance frequencies, by building hol
spheres@16# but we did not consider these detectors. A low
frequency, hollow sphere will have advantages with low
frequency sources, especially the inspiral phase of the bin
neutron star signal, but not with the higher frequency sour
we considered here. Each sphere was modeled as havin
three-mode inductive transducers arranged in the TIGA
ometry@3# which allows for omnidirectional sensitivity. Th
masses of the intermediate mass and the final transd
mass~see Fig. 1! were chosen to give a fractional bandwid
as large a possible for each sphere. The transducer was
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eled as having a dual, superconducting quantum interfere
device~SQUID! as the first stage amplifier. SQUID amplifi
ers are currently in use on bar detectors@17,18#. A three-
mode transducer is being developed for use on the Alle
antenna@19# and one has been successfully demonstrated
a test antenna@20#.

The limiting noise in a spherical resonant mass detec
comes from two sources; amplifier noise and thermal no
The amplifier noise, which comes primarily from the sensi
SQUID, can be separated into additive velocity noise a
force noise. The additive velocity noise can be written as@2#

Su~ f !5Nn\2p f 0 /r n , ~1!

whereNn is the noise number of the SQUID,\ is Planck’s
constant,f 0 is the resonant frequency of the sphere, andr n is
the noise resistance of the transducer. We assumed tha
SQUID had quantum-limited noise, and hence a noise nu
ber equal to one. A quantum-limited SQUID suitable for u
in a gravitational wave transducer has not yet been dem
strated, although the quantum limit has been reached
SQUIDs with low input impedance@21#. A noise number of
24 has been reached at 100 mK in a suitable SQUID w
cooled on its own@22#. This noise, however, was found t
increase significantly when placed in a transducer@23#.
There are recent indications that commercial SQUIDs can
modified so that they have a noise number near 200@24#.
This has yet to be completely verified in an operating tra
ducer, however.

The noise resistance was calculated from

r n5kAcoil /~4p f 0!, ~2!

where k is an experimentally determined spring consta
density given in Table I andAcoil„5p(dc/2)2

… is the area of
the pick-up coils. The noise resistance limits the bandwi

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of a spherical, resonant mass, gr
tational wave detector with a three-mode transducer attached.
sphere mass,ms , is connected to mechanical ground, here the c
ter of mass of the sphere. The gravitational wave acts as a forcF,
between the sphere mass and ground. Each of the complex s
constants,ks , k1, andk2, includes dissipation which gives rise t
thermal noise. The transducer mass is next to a supercondu
pick up coil which stores a persistent current. This current
shunted to the input coil of the SQUID in proportion to the moti
of the mass. The SQUID amplifies the signal and also serves
source of wideband noise.
1-2
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TABLE I. Parameters used in model of spherical, resonant mass, gravitational wave antenna

Parameter Name Value Source

Qs Sphere quality factor, Al 403106 @27#

Q1 Intermediate mass quality factor, Al 403106 @27#

Q2 Transducer mass quality factor, Nb 403106 @28,29#
T Temperature 50 mK @26#

Tn SQUID noise number 1 @23,24#
dc Sensing coil diameter 9 cm @2,30#
k Electrical spring constant per area 3.783108 N/m3 @2#

ms /m1 Mass ratio 100 @2#

m1 /m2 Mass ratio 100 @2#
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of a sphere with three-mode transducers~when the masse
are properly chosen! according to@14#

dBW;„r n /~2p f 0ms!…
1/5, ~3!

wherems is the effective mass of the sphere for impedan
calculations. This effective mass is given by@15,25#

ms55/6xmp, ~4!

wherex50.301@25#, mp is the physical mass of the spher
and the factor 5/6 is appropriate for six transducers in
TIGA arrangement@15#. The amplifier velocity noise is
shown in Fig. 2 graphed as a strain spectrum.

The force noise from the SQUID is ultimately detected
motion, and therefore must be converted by the mechan
transfer function of the antenna. The output noise can
written @2#

Sf , out~ f !5Nn\2p f 0r nuy22~ f !u2, ~5!

where the admittance matrix elementy22( f ) for a sphere
with three-mode transducers can be written

FIG. 2. Strain spectra for a 3.25 m diameter spherical, reso
mass antenna including the components of the noise. The da
line shows the thermal noise at 50 mK, the dotted line shows
velocity ~forward action! amplifier noise from the quantum limite
SQUID, and the dashed-dotted line shows the force~back-action!
amplifier noise from the same SQUID. The solid line is the to
noise from the spherical antenna.
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y22~ f !522p f ic2„124p2f 2cs~m11m21ms!

14p2f 2c1~m11m2!~4p2f 2csms21!…/

„2114p2f 2c2m214p2f 2cs~m11m21ms

24p2f 2c2m1m224p2f 2c2msms!

14p2f 2c1~4p2f 2csms21!

3@2m21m1~4p2f 2c2m221!#…. ~6!

In the above,c1 is the reciprocal spring constantk1 for the
spring separating the sphere from the intermediate mas
the transducer,c2 is the reciprocal spring constantk2 for the
spring separating the intermediate mass from the transd
mass,cs is the reciprocal spring constantks of the effective
spring separating the effective mass of the sphere from
chanical ground,m1 is the mass of the intermediate mass
the transducer,m2 is the mass of the transducer mass, andms
is the effective mass of the sphere for the lowest quadrup
mode. The masses and springs in the transducer are sho
Fig. 1. The spring constants can be written for each stag
the transducer (j 51,2, ors)

kj5~2p f 0!2mj1 i ~2p f !~2p f 0!mj /Qj , ~7!

whereQj is the quality factor of the appropriate stage of t
transducer and sphere. TheQ’s depend on composition, tem
perature, and the connections between the masses
springs. The amplifier force noise is shown in Fig. 2 graph
as a strain spectrum.

The thermal noise of the sphere can be written@2#

Ssph,therm52kBT R„y22~ f !…, ~8!

whereT is the physical temperature of the sphere. We m
eled the antenna as having aT of 50 mK, although 95 mK is
the lowest a bar has been cooled at equilibrium@26#. The
term R„y22( f )… depends on theQ’s, with higherQ’s result-
ing in lower thermal noise. The sphere and intermediate m
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HARRY, HOUSER, AND STRAIN PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 082001
were modeled in aluminum and the transducer mass
modeled in niobium. Each of the mechanicalQ’s was mod-
eled as 403106 @27–29#. Depending on the design of th
transducer, the finalQ can be degraded by the addition
loss from electrical coupling to the SQUID circuit@30#. The
sphere’s thermal noise is shown in Fig. 2 graphed as a s
spectrum.

All of the noise sources for the sphere were then co
bined to determine the total noise

Stot~ f !5Su~ f !1Sf , out~ f !1Ssph,therm. ~9!

This total noise is shown, along with each component, in F
2 graphed as a strain spectrum.

The gravitational wave signal is applied as force on
spherical antenna, but is read out as velocity of the tra
ducer mass. Thus, before a signal can be compared to t
noise sources, the gravitational strain must be converted
force and be passed through the admittance matrix of
sphere-transducer system. The comparable signal ca
written @2#

S~ f !5
pY5/2Pms

f 0
3r3/2

f 2uy21~ f !h~ f !u2, ~10!

whereY is Young’s modulus for the sphere material,r is the
density of the sphere material,P is the reduced cross sectio
of the sphere and equals 0.215 for the lowest quadrup
mode @25#, h( f ) is the frequency-domain amplitude of th
gravitational wave, and the admittance matrix elementy21( f )
can be written

y21~ f !58p3f 3ic2csm2 /„2114p2f 2c2m214p2f 2cs~m1

1m21ms!24p2f 2c2m1m224p2f 2c2m2ms…

14p2f 2c1~2114p2f 2csms!„2m21m1~21

14p2f 2c2m2!…. ~11!

Table I shows all the parameters used in the sphere mo
The interferometer was modeled using a slightly modifi

version of theBENCH program@31#. BENCH version 1.11 was
the basis of our model, but it was ported toMATHEMATICA

from MATLAB and a few noise formulas were updated. T
factors of two errors in the thermal noise inBENCH 1.11 were
fixed. The equations presented below are the ones use
our model.

The noise in the interferometer is dominated by th
types of noise; seismic, thermal, and optical readout no
Each noise source was modeled using parameters from
advanced LIGO white paper@32#, which is scheduled to be
implemented in 2005. The corresponding advanced inter
ometer is scheduled to begin taking data in 2007. A sc
matic drawing of LIGO with RSE is shown in Fig. 3

Seismic noise is expected to dominate the advanced L
noise budget at low frequencies. To reduce the effect of s
mic noise, each element of the interferometer will be s
ported by a four-stage suspension which in turn is suppo
from a vibration isolation stack. This vibration isolation w
consist of two stages of six-degree of freedom isolation
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will use a combination of active and passive isolation w
an external hydraulic actuation stage. The isolation was
signed to make seismic noise negligible compared to o
noise sources above somef seismic, expected to be 10 Hz. In
the model, seismic noise was made extremely high below
Hz and vanishingly small above this frequency.

Thermal noise will be the dominant noise source in a
vanced LIGO in the intermediate frequency band above
Hz. This noise can be divided into two types; thermal no
from the internal degrees of freedom of the interferome
mirrors, and thermal noise from the suspension that supp
the mirrors. The mirrors are planned to be made of m-a
sapphire, 28 cm in diameter and 30 kg in mass. Sapphire
been found to have much lower internal friction than fus
silica @33,34#, which is used in initial LIGO. However, sap
phire suffers from much higher thermoelastic damping th
silica @35#.

The internal mode thermal noise from the sapphire mir
comes from structural damping and thermoelastic damp
The noise from structural damping can be found from
loss anglef by

Sstr~ f !5
1

L2

16kBTf

p f
~C11C2!, ~12!

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature,f is
the frequency, andL is the interferometer arm length. Th
constantsC1 and C2 are the overlap between the norm
modes of the mirrors and the gaussian-profile laser, wh
has a widthw1 at the input mirror andw2 at the end mirror.
They are found from@36,37#

FIG. 3. Schematic drawing of an interferometric gravitation
wave detector equipped for resonant sideband extraction. The
creates a light beam which is sent through the power recyc
mirror into two arms of a Michelson interferometer. The signal ex
at the output port through the signal recycling mirror, which form
an additional Fabry-Pe´rot cavity with the Michelson interferometer
Finally, the signal is detected past the signal recycling mirror wit
photodiode.
1-4
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Cj5
~12s2!

prY (
i 51

N S exp„2@z iwj /~2r !#2
…

z iJ0~z i !
2

@12exp~24z ih/r !14z ih/r exp~22z ih/r !#

@12exp~22z ih/r !#224~z ih/r !2exp~22z ih/r !
D

1
r 2

6ph3Y
S h4/r 4112ph2s(

i 51
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exp„2@z iwj /~2r !#2/2…

z i
2J0~z i !
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wheres is the Poisson ratio of the mirror material,Y is it
Young’s modulus,r is the radius of the mirror,l is the thick-
ness of the mirror,w is the Gaussian beam width of the las
at the mirror,z i are the zeros of the first order Bessel fun
tion J1, and J0 is the zeroth order Bessel function. The val
of f used is the lowest value measured for a piece of s
phire @33#. The thermal noise effects of making a sapph
piece into a mirror are under study, but the polishing a
especially coating of the mirror are expected to cause s
excess loss@38,39#.

Thermoelastic damping also contributes to thermal no
from the mirrors. It is found, in the limit of large mirro
diameter, from@35#

Sth~ f !5S ~11s!aT

p f LCVr D 2 16kkB

Ap
~1/w1

311/w2
3!, ~14!

wherea is the thermal expansion coefficient,CV is the heat
capacity at constant volume,r is the density, andk is the
thermal conductivity. Fused silica is available as a back
material which does not have as much thermoelastic loss
has recently been shown to have af as low as 1.831028 in
certain circumstances@40#.

Thermal noise from the suspension, which supports
mirrors below the vibration isolation stack, will be reduc
in advanced LIGO by replacing the steel slings with fus
silica ribbons. Fused silica has much less internal frict
than steel@41–43#, although with ribbon geometry surfac
loss limits the achievable dissipation@42,44#. Thermal noise
from a ribbon suspension with surface loss has recently b
considered@44# and the results give thermal noise, express
as gravitational wave stress squared per Hertz, as

Ssusp~ f !564kBTfdilg/L2
†Lsusm2p f „@~2p f !22vpen

2 #2

1vpen
4 fdil

2
…‡, ~15!

whereg is the acceleration due to gravity,Lsus is the length
of the suspension,m is the mass of the mirror,vpen is the
angular frequency of the pendulum mode, andfdil is the
diluted loss angle. This diluted loss angle is defined as

fdil5AY/~12gsLsus
2 !d~f th1f int!, ~16!

whereY is Young’s modulus for the ribbon material,g is the
ratio of stress in the ribbon to its breaking stress,s is Pois-
son’s ratio for the ribbon material,d is the ribbon thickness
f th is the loss angle due to thermoelastic damping, andf int
is the loss angle due to internal friction in the ribbon. Th
moelastic damping in ribbons is found from@45#
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C

2p f td

11~2p f !2td
2

, ~17!

wherea is the thermal expansion coefficient of the ribbo
material,C is the heat capacity per unit volume, andtd is the
time constant for thermal diffusion which in ribbons is give
by

td5d2/~p2D !, ~18!

with D being the thermal diffusion coefficient for the ribbo
material. The internal friction in a thin ribbon is given b
@42#

f int5fbulk~116ds /d!, ~19!

wherefbulk is the loss angle in the bulk of the ribbon mat
rial, and ds is the dissipation depth that characterizes
excess loss arising from the surface of the ribbon. The nu
bers forfbulk andds in Table II represent possibly achievab
values, lower values for both have been observed@40,46#.
Determining realizable values for these parameters in
vanced LIGO is an area of intense research.

Optical readout noise in the interferometer can be evid
at any frequency in the LIGO detection band. This no
source has two separate components: radiation pressure
from the pressure exerted on the mirrors by the laser and
noise from the inherent granularity~photons! of the laser
light. These two noise sources are complementary to e
other, both depend on the laser power. Recently, optical re
out noise in a signal-recycled interferometer has been c
sidered from a fully quantum mechanical perspective@47#.
The noise spectrum does differ from the one we calcu
here, but the difference at high frequencies in a narrowb
configuration are negligible.

The optical power stored in the interferometer is an i
portant parameter for the optical readout noise. There a
number of optical cavities in LIGO formed by the differe
mirrors ~input mirrors, end mirrors, power recycling mirro
signal recycling mirror, etc.! and each one stores a differe
amount of power. It is convenient to quote a single pow
the power incident on the beam splitter, and then calcu
the power in different cavities in terms of this single valu
The power at the beam splitter is proportional to the pow
out of the laser,P, through the power recycling factor

Pbs5GprP, ~20!

which is found from
1-5
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TABLE II. Parameters used for model of interferometric gravitational wave detector.

Parameter Name Value Source

L Interferometer arm length 4000 m @32#

L rec Recycling cavity length 10 m
f seismic Seismic noise cutoff 10 Hz @32,49,50#
l Wavelength of laser light 1.064mm @32#

P Laser power 125 W @32,51#
h Photodiode quantum efficiency 0.9 @52#

w1 Gaussian width of laser at input mirror 6 cm
w2 Gaussian width of laser at end mirror 6 cm
a Relative power loss in beam splitter 3.531023

b Relative power loss at each mirror 3.7531025

acoat Relative absorption of coating at input mass 131026

Ag Beam splitter material absorption coefficient 4031024 m21

tBS Thickness of beam splitter 12 cm
t1
2 Power transmittance of input mirror 0.03

t3
2 Power transmittance of signal recycling mirror 0.005

r Radius of mirrors 14 cm
l Thickness of mirrors 12 cm
f Mirror material loss angle 5.031029 @33#

Lsus Length of suspension 0.588 m
d Total ribbon thickness 1.7 mm
fbulk Loss angle for the bulk ribbon material 3.331028 @42#

ds Dissipation depth of ribbon material 182mm @42#
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Gpr51/~2Nb1aBS!, ~21!

whereaBS is the fractional power loss at the beam splitter,b
is the fractional power loss at each mirror, andN is the num-
ber of bounces that the light makes in each arm, on aver
In Fabry-Pe´rot cavities, in the large finesse limit, the valueN
can be found from the finesse,

N52F/p, ~22!

where the finesseF is found from the amplitude transmit
tance of the input mirror,t1:

F52p/~ t1
212b!. ~23!

These equations taken together with the parameters in T
II give the power at the beam splitter,

Pbs59.3 kW. ~24!

This power must be kept from being too high because
sorption of light in the transmitting mirrors, beam splitte
and coatings can lead to thermal lensing. The accept
thermal lensing limit can be calculated from~including a
factor of 2 safety margin! @48#

Pmax'
k

2 dn/dT

l

1.43AgtBS11.3Agl 1
1

2
Nacoat

, ~25!
08200
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wherek is the thermal conductivity of the substrate materi
dn/dT is the change in index of refraction of the substra
with temperature,Ag is the optical absorption of the sub
strate, andacoat is the relative absorption of the optical coa
ing. Using the numbers in Table II, this maximum allowab
power is

Pmax5750 W. ~26!

In order to realize the higher power in Eq.~24!, a correction
scheme must be utilized that increasesPmax by a factor of at
least 12.4 for sapphire optics. Research is underway to h
such a correction scheme available for advanced LIGO@32#.

Both parts of the optical readout noise depend on the
sponse of the coupled cavity system in the interferome
This response can be described by the transfer function
tween the amplitude of the light in the arm cavity and t
amplitude of light that enters through the input mirror
each sideband@47#:

G0,1512r 1r 2exp~ i ta2p f !2r 1r 3exp@ i ~ts2p f 1d!#

1r 2r 3exp„i @~ta1ts!2p f 1d#…, ~27!

G0,2512r 1r 2exp~2 i ta2p f !2r 1r 3exp@2 i ~ts2p f

1d!#1r 2r 3exp„2 i @~ta1ts!2p f 1d#…, ~28!

wherer 1 , r 2, andr 3 are the amplitude reflection coefficien
at the input mirror, the end mirror, and the signal recycli
mirror, respectively,ta(52L/c) is the light transit time be-
1-6
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tween the input mirror and the end mirror,ts(52L rec/c) is
the light transit time between the input mirror and the sig
recycling mirror withL rec the length of this signal recycling
cavity, andd is the phase accumulated by the reflected li
coming off the signal recycling mirror due to its positio
The amplitude reflection coefficient for the input mirror c
be found from

r 1
2512t1

22b. ~29!

The amplitude reflection coefficient for the end mirror can
found from

r 1
2512b. ~30!

The amplitude reflection coefficient for the signal recycli
mirror, r 3, is a tunable parameter as is the accumula
phase,d.

Radiation pressure noise is largest at low frequencies
for initial LIGO, is masked by other low frequency nois
~seismic and suspension thermal noise! @4#. In advanced
LIGO, the suspension thermal noise may be low enough
radiation pressure is important, but it will still not be th
dominant noise source. Radiation pressure was modeled

Srad~ f !532Pbs2p f l\t1
4t3

2r 2
2~1/uG0,1u11/uG0,2u!2/„~12r 1r 2!

3~2p f !2cmL…2, ~31!

where f l is the frequency of laser light andt3 is the ampli-
tude transmittance of the signal recycling mirror.

Shot noise from the laser is the dominant noise sourc
high frequencies for intial LIGO, and this will continue fo
advanced LIGO. This noise source was modeled by

Sshot~ f !5S f ~12r 1r 2!

f lsin~p f ta!t1
2r 2t3~1/uG0,1u11/uG0,2u!

D 2

3
4p f \

hPbs
, ~32!

whereh is the quantum efficiency of the photodiode.
All of these noise sources were combined to create

total noise curve for advanced LIGO;

Stot~h!5Sseis1Sint1Ssusp1Sshot1Srad. ~33!

To produce a numerical estimate of the noise and the
signal-to-noise ratio for a given source, values must be p
vided for all the parameters that go into Eq.~33!. We used
values from the advanced LIGO white paper@32# as much as
possible. The values chosen for all relevant parameters
shown in Table II. A graph of advanced LIGO’s noise com
pared with spheres is shown in Fig. 4.

The masses in LIGO are designed to be as close to b
in local free fall in the sensitive direction as possible. The
fore, the strain from a passing gravitational wave direc
08200
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gives the change in position of the mirrors. The compara
signal, similar to Eq.~10!, for an interferometer reads

S~ f !5uh~ f !u2. ~34!

Using Eqs.~9! and ~33! for the noise of a sphere an
interferometer and Eqs.~10! and~34! as the comparable sig
nals, the signal-to-noise ratio density for each detector ca
found from

s~ f !5S~ f !/Stot~ f !. ~35!

Integrating the signal-to-noise ratio density gives the sign
to-noise ratio;

S/N5K E
2`

1`

s~ f !df L , ~36!

where the angular brackets denote averaging over gra
tional wave polarization and direction. This results in a fac

FIG. 4. Strain spectra for narrowband interferometers a
spherical, resonant mass antennas.~A! Both interferometer and
sphere are maximally sensitive at 795 Hz, corresponding to
quadrupole mode of an aluminum sphere with diameter 3.25 m
a phase shiftd50.2271 for the interferometer.~B! Strain spectra for
four narrowband interferometers, sensitive at 795 Hz, 1100
1520 Hz, and 2067 Hz. Also shown are the strain spectra for
four spherical, resonant mass antennas with the same reson
frequencies. The spheres are less sensitive than the interferom
at the resonance point, but have roughly the same sensitivity a
interferometers off-resonance.
1-7
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HARRY, HOUSER, AND STRAIN PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 082001
of 1/5 @5# for interferometers and a factor of 1 for spheres,
spheres are always optimally oriented. This value,S/N, is
the figure of merit for a gravitational wave detector and w
be used to compare the effectiveness of these two diffe
approaches to the different astronomical sources.

To compare the sensitivities of the the antennas, it is u
ful to calculate the strain spectral densityh̃( f ),

h̃~ f !5uh~ f !u2/s~ f !. ~37!

This quantity represents the combination of the effect
noise and cross section, as shown in Eq.~35!. The effect of
the signal must be divided out when comparing the two d
ferent antennas. It is the strain spectrum that is shown
Figs. 2, 4 and 5.

All the noise sources we modeled and included in o
comparison are Gaussian in nature. Non-Gaussian n
sources can be a factor in any experiment. Researchers b
ing both spheres and interferometers are stiving to red
non-Gaussian events to unimportant levels. One way of

FIG. 5. Strain spectra for an interferometeric gravitational wa
detector with resonant sideband extraction showing all the com
nents of the noise. The dash-dotted-dotted line shows the shot n
from a 125 W laser, the dashed line shows the sapphire mirr
internal mode thermal noise, and the dashed-dotted line show
thermal noise from the ribbon suspension, and the dotted line sh
the radiation pressure. The solid line is the total noise.~A! The
noise components when the interferometer is in a narrow band
figuration tuned to 795 Hz.~B! The noise components when th
interferometer is in a broadband configuration optimized for bin
neutron star inspiral.
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ducing the effect of non-Gaussian events is to use mult
detectors in coincidence@53,54#.

III. SOURCES

One category of sources for gravitational radiation at h
frequencies~above 700 Hz! is from internal motion of com-
pact bodies such as neutron stars. The coalescence
merger of neutron stars as well as neutron star formatio
collapsing stellar cores are promising sources of detect
gravitational waves. Detecting and analyzing these wa
promises to teach us a great deal about the physics of st
gravitational fields and extreme states of matter@11#. Be-
cause of the high rotational velocities and strong grav
tional fields present in such compact objects, numer
simulations must include the effects of general relativity
model the system dynamics realistically enough for use
analysis of the data from antennas. To accomplish this g
a three-dimensional smoothed particle hydrodynamics c
@55# has been modified to include the general relativis
‘‘back reaction’’ @9,10#. The gravitational radiation from
these systems is calculated in the quadrupole approxima

The component stars of a widely separated binary neu
star system will spiral together due to orbital energy los
by gravitational radiation reaction, and eventually coale
@12,56,57#. Because neutron stars have intense self-grav
as they inspiral they do not gravitationally deform one a
other significantly until several orbits before final coale
cence@11#. When the binary separation is comparable to
neutron star radius, tidal distortions become significant,
drodynamical effects become dominant, and coalescence
curs in a few orbits.

The inspiral phase of the evolution comprises the last s
eral thousand binary orbits and covers the frequency ra
f ;10–1000 Hz. The final coalescence is believed to e
its gravitational waves in the kilohertz frequency band ran
800 Hz, f ,2500 Hz @11,58–60#. The observation of the
inspiral and coalescence waveforms will reveal informat
about the masses and spin angular momenta of the bo
the initial orbital elements of the system, the neutron s
radii and hence the equation of state for nuclear ma
@11,58–60#.

Theoretical estimates of the formation rates for bina
neutron star systems—with tight enough orbits to merge
to gravitational radiation within a Hubble time—can be o
tained from empirical rate estimates based on the obse
sample@61#. The most recent study gives a galactic low
and upper limit of 231027 yr21 and ;6210
31026 yr21, respectively@6#. Alternatively, by modeling
the evolution of the Galaxy’s binary star population, the b
estimates for coalescence events have been estimated
as high as 331024 coalescences per year in our Galaxy, a
several per year out to a distance of 60 Mpc@11#. We have
used 15 Mpc as an optimistic estimate and 200 Mpc a
pessimistic estimate of the distance antennas will need
look to get about one event per year for this source.

For the simulation presented here, equal mass compo
stars are used. Each star is assumed to have a total ma
Mt51.4 M ( , and equatorial radius,Req510 km, where
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M ( is one solar mass. The star is modeled as a differenti
rotating axisymmetric fluid which use a polytropic equati
of state,

P5krg ~38!

5kr111/n, ~39!

wherek is a constant that measures the specific entropy
the material andn is the polytropic index. The valuen51 is
used to simulate cold nuclear neutron star matter. Each
rotates counterclockwise about thez axis with an equatoria
surface speed of approximately 0.083c @9#.

Since the binary system spirals together due to energy
angular momentum losses via the emission of gravitatio
radiation, as the orbit decays, it circularizes radially. Thus
is a good approximation to assume a circular orbit provid
the system is expected to have existed for some time@62#.
The component stars used in the simulation are initia
placed on a sufficiently wide circular orbit~center of mass
distance is 40 km! so that tidal effects are negligible@63,64#.
Because of the large initial separation, the stars start ou
the point mass regime, and as a result, their waveforms
be compared directly to the theoretical point-mass insp
for two neutron stars@65#.

Although spin-orbit misalignment in coalescing compa
binaries can change the amplitude and modulation of
gravitational radiation waveforms, this effect is believed u
important in the case of a binary neutron star system@66#.
Thus, in the numerical simulation, the orbital and spin an
lar momentum vectors were assumed to be aligned. If
magnetic axis is not aligned with the rotation axis, the eje
from the coalescence can be trapped within the field@67#.
The evolution of the magnetic field configuration during t
final inspiral phase of neutron star binaries may have sign
cant effects on the frequency and tidal distortion of the c
lescence, and hence on the gravitational waveforms@68#. The
inclusion of this effect is the subject of current research@69#.

A series of snapshots of the inspiral and coalescenc
the neutron stars along with a graph of the waveform gen
ated is shown in Fig. 6. The waveform differs noticeab
from ones generated with purely Newtonian gravity@63#.
The gravitational wave peak due to the bar formed dur
coalescence, seen in Fig. 6~A!,~d!, is at a much higher fre-
quency; 3700 Hz with general relativistic back reaction co
pared to 2500 Hz in the Newtonian case. This peak is a
broader and less pronounced in the general relativistic si
lation than in the Newtonian.

Rotational instability during the gravitational collapse o
massive star’s degenerate core has long been considere
interesting possible source of gravitational radiation. A ty
cal scenario in which such a mechanism can operate is
collapse of a rapidly rotating stellar core that has exhaus
its nuclear fuel and is prevented from collapsing to neut
star size by centrifugal forces. If a significant amount
angular momentum remains in an initially axisymmet
core, collapse may be slowed or temporarily stalled by c
trifugal forces associated with rotation. If the core’s rotati
is large enough to strongly flatten the core before, or a
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reaches neutron-star density, then an instability is likely
break the core’s axial symmetry@11,70,71#. The growth of
such global rotational instabilities provides a means
transport of angular momentum out of the core into the s
rounding envelope by transforming the core into a bar-l
configuration rotating about the short axis, shedding mas
a spiral pattern, thereby allowing collapse to continue to
supernova@9,10,71–75#.

The strength of the gravitational waves from such a
pernova depends crucially on the degree of non-spheri
during the collapse, and somewhat on the speed of colla
If a substantial fraction of the collapsing object’s angu
momentum goes into generating gravitational rather than
drodynamical waves then the gravitational waves genera
may be nearly as strong as those generated from a coale
binary @5#.

The event rates of type II supernovae are fairly w
known from observations@5#. In our Galaxy, type II super-
novae occur approximately once every 40 years, and sev
per year out to the distance of the Virgo Cluster of Galax
~about 15 Mpc!. Beyond this point, the rate increases rough
as the cube of the distance, where by;300 Mpc the super-
nova rate becomes;104 per year@5,72#. Although it is un-
clear what fraction of collapsing cores may undergo an

FIG. 6. Inspiraling and coalescing binary neutron stars.~A! Par-
ticle positions for each neutron star during the coalescence ph
The stars first fall together, reducing the gravitational wave am
tude at twice the instantaneous orbital velocity. Then a bar fo
which creates an increased amplitude at twice the rotational ve
ity. ~B! The frequency domain gravitational waveform averag
over source orientation. Notice the slight dip just above 1000
from the in-fall and the peak near 3500 Hz from the bar. Ea
neutron star was modeled as having a mass of 1.4M ( , an equa-
torial radius of 10 km, and a distance from the antenna of 15 M
1-9
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HARRY, HOUSER, AND STRAIN PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 082001
stability, if only ;1/1000 or 1/104 do so, this phenomen
could be a significant source of detectable gravitational
diation @11#.

For the simulation presented here, the pre-collapsed
lar core is modeled as a differentially rotating, compressib
axisymmetric fluid which uses a polytropic equation of sta
The stellar core is assumed to have collapsed to the p
where centrifugal hangup occurs, reaching near neutron
densities~polytropic indexn50.5) prior to the onset of a
global dynamical instability. To maximize relativistic effect
the core is assumed to have a total mass ofMt51.4M ( , and
equatorial radius,Req510 km. However, the collapse phas
itself is not simulated. The star rotates counterclockw
about thez axis at an equatorial surface speed of appro
mately 0.122c @9,10#. The event was modeled as occurring
a distance of 1 Mpc as an optimistic estimate of the dista
necessary for antennas to see roughly one event per
@11#. A series of snapshots of the evolution along with
graph of the waveform used is shown in Fig. 7.

Strongly magnetized neutron stars are expected to form
the end of type II Supernova collapse. For sufficiently stro
fields, misalignment between the rotation and magnetic a
can distort the star by trapping the ejecta within the fi
@67#. This can cause a reduction in the angular momentum
a rapidly rotating core through magnetic braking, which c
remove several orders of magnitude from the initial angu
momentum over long enough time scales@76#. The inclusion

FIG. 7. A rapidly rotating stellar core undergoing a dynamic
instability. ~A! Particle positions for the neutron star during t
gravitational wave emission which shows the bar shape that de
ops from the instability.~B! The frequency domain gravitationa
waveform averaged over source orientation. The star was mod
as having a mass of 1.4M ( , an equatorial radius of 10 km, and
distance from the antenna of 1 Mpc.
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of magnetohydrodynamical effects into the existing nume
cal models will have significant consequences on the sta
ity and subsequent evolution of the post-collapsed ob
@69#.

IV. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

We used Eq.~36! to find signal-to-noise ratios for both
spherical resonant mass detectors and the advanced L
interferometer with RSE detecting the binary neutron s
and the rapidly rotating stellar core sources. For each sou
we calculated seventeen signal-to-noise ratios; one each
sphere and interferometer configuration at eight different
quencies plus one for advanced LIGO in a broadband mo
Although signal-to-noise ratio is ultimately the figure
merit for a gravitational wave antenna, the comparison
strain spectra~as in Fig. 4! gives a full understanding of the
relative merits of the two detectors. We present the signal
noise ratio calculations to show how each antenna perfo
astronomically. Comparisons between the two instrume
can be done solely on the basis of noise performance
cross section.

The frequencies were set by the choice of diameter for
spheres. The largest sphere, 3.25 m in diameter, has a
of 50 tons. The smallest sphere chosen has a diameter of
m. Any smaller, and the cross section for gravitational wa
detection@implicit in Eq. ~10!# becomes to small for any
realistic sources. The resonant frequencies of these sph
are given by@3#

f 051.62/~pdsph!A~Y/r!, ~40!

wheredsph is the diameter of the sphere,Y is the Young’s
modulus of the sphere material, andr is the density of the
sphere material. This choice of diameters, then, allows
sensitivity between 795 Hz and 2461 Hz; see Table III.

The most sensitive frequency of the interferometer’s no
spectrum was adjusted by changing the position of the sig
recycling mirror. A change in position less than the wav
length of the laser light results in a change in phased in Eqs.
~27! and~28!. This, then, changes the frequency characte
tic of the shot noise.

TABLE III. Parameters of the signal recycling mirror to simu
late the frequency response of spheres. The transmittance o
input mirrors was held constant att1

250.03. The transmittance o
the signal recycling mirror was held constant att3

250.005. Note that
the resonance frequency of the 1.25 m sphere in@2# was a typo-
graphical error, the value listed here is correct.

Diameter
dsph ~m!

Frequencyf 0

~Hz!
Bandwidth

D f / f 0

Phased

3.25 795 0.170 0.2271
2.75 940 0.172 0.1921
2.35 1100 0.182 0.1641
2.00 1292 0.200 0.1395
1.70 1520 0.225 0.1182
1.45 1782 0.254 0.1005
1.25 2067 0.290 0.08619
1.05 2461 0.330 0.07179
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The appropriated was found from setting the derivativ
of the shot noise with respect to frequency at the resona
frequency of the sphere equal to zero. This insures the m
mum of the shot noise, which is the dominant noise sourc
frequencies above 500 Hz, will be at the same frequenc
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the sphere’s most sensitive point. Since the frequency de
dence of the shot noise is all in the function

uG0~ f !u51/@1/uG0,1~ f !u11/uG0,2~ f !u#, ~41!

this condition can be written
05]uG0~ f !u/]d

5$r 3†r 1~11r 2
2!sin~2p f ts1d!2r 2„r 1

2sin@2p f ~ts2ta!1d#1sin@2p f ~ta1ts!1d#…‡%/†2„11r 1
2r 2

21r 1
2r 3

2

1r 2
2r 3

222r 1r 2~11r 3
2!cos~2p f ta!22r 1~11r 2

2!r 3cos~2p f ts1d!12r 1
2r 2r 3cos@2p f ~ts2ta!

1d#12r 2r 3cos@2p f ~ta1ts!1d#…1/2
‡. ~42!
the

in-
with

pc.
Both

This
GO
.

Using this equation, the appropriate phase shifts for the
nal recycling cavity were found, and are presented in Ta
III.

The bandwidth of the sphere is determined by the imp
ance matching between the sphere and the SQUID ampl
With a three stage transducer, this bandwidth is given by

dBW5Am2 /m1, ~43!

wheredBW is the fractional bandwidth of the sphere in th
lossless limit@14#. For the choices of masses in the tran
ducer from Table I, this bandwidth becomes

dBW510%. ~44!

In the interferometer, the bandwidth of the high frequen
response is determined by the reflectivities of the input m
ror and the signal recycling mirror,r 1 and r 3 respectively.
The bandwidth of both the sphere and of the interferome
was calculated from

dBW51/~2 f 0!S E Stot~ f !df D 2Y E Stot
2 ~ f !df . ~45!

To adjust the bandwidth of LIGO to better approximate t
noise spectrum of a sphere, the valuest1 and t3 were then
chosen to get the minimum bandwidth possible. The val
used for all frequencies weret15A0.03 andt35A0.005. The
bandwidth turns out to be higher than 10%, the sphe
bandwidth, for all peak frequencies. Decreasingt3 leads to
losses dominating over the transmittance which limits
peak sensitivity.

The resulting signal-to-noise ratios for the spheres
interferometer configurations are shown in Fig. 8 for the
nary neutron star inspiral and coalescence, in Fig. 9 for
inspiral and coalescence phases separately, and in Fig. 1
the rapidly rotating stellar core undergoing a dynamical
stability. We also calculated signal-to-noise ratios for t
sources interacting with LIGO in a broadband configurat
optimized for binary neutron star inpiral. This involve
changing the input transmittance,t1

2 to 0.005, the signal re
cycling mirror transmittance,t3

2 to 0.05, and the accumulate
g-
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e
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phased to 0.09. These signal-to-noise ratios are shown in
same figures with a dotted line.

FIG. 8. Energy signal-to-noise ratios for binary neutron star
spiral and coalescence. This source was simulated interacting
spherical resonant mass antennas~shown with asterisks! and inter-
ferometers operating with resonant sideband extraction~shown with
circles! and a broadband interferometer~shown with a dotted line!.
~A! The binary neutron stars were assumed at a distance of 15 M
This distance is the closest estimated for a single event a year.
detectors have high enough SNR’s to reach this distance.~B! The
binary neutron stars were assumed at a distance of 200 Mpc.
distance is enough for multiple events for year, and advanced LI
with RSE does have a SNR high enough to reach this distance
1-11
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Interferometers utilizing resonant sideband extraction
be more sensitive than the most sensitive spheres, bot
and off resonance. This condition remains true even w
the effects of random polarization and direction of the gra
tational wave are accounted for. Spheres are always o
mally oriented towards incoming waves. Figures 8 and
indicate that this greater sensitivity translates into sign
cantly higher SNR’s for the interferometer over spheres
the two sources we considered.

These two figures show how sensitive each technolog
to the two sources. A properly sized sphere can detect
inspiral signal of a binary neutron star system at a distanc
15 Mpc. This is far enough to reach the nearer sections of
Virgo Cluster of Galaxies. According to optimistics estimat
@2,12# this may be enough to detect one event per year.
vanced LIGO can see binary neutron star events out to
Mpc with a single detector, the most likely distance nec

FIG. 9. Energy signal-to-noise ratios for binary neutron s
separated into an inspiral and coalescence phase at 15 Mpc
waveform was divided at the dynamical instability frequency
1630 Hz, when the neutron stars are about 25 km apart. This so
was simulated interacting with spherical resonant mass ante
~shown with asterisks! and interferometers operating with resona
sideband extraction~shown with circles! and a broadband interfer
ometer ~shown with a dotted line!. ~A! The binary neutron sta
inspiral phase. The signal-to-noise ratios of the two highest
quency spheres lie below 1023. ~B! The binary neutron star coales
cence phase. The signal-to-noise ratios of the three lowest
quency spheres lie below 1024.
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sary to see multiple events per year@12#. Advanced LIGO
will also be able to see rapidly rotating stellar core events
a far enough distance to detect multiple events a year.
pending on the size of the sphere, resonant mass techno
may also have enough sensitivity to see one or more rap
rotating stellar core events a year as well.

Detecting the coalescence phase of the binary neutron
event would provide information about the structure of the
stars~e.g., the equation of state and the equatorial radi!.
Advanced LIGO properly tuned to a high frequency, narro
band configuration provides the highest signal-to-noise r
for this source. In this mode, advanced LIGO has enou
sensitivity to detect the coalescence waveform at a dista
of 75 Mpc. This may be enough to actually see such an ev
during the expected lifetime of advanced LIGO. Advanc
LIGO tuned to 1782 Hz, where the highest signal-to-no
ratio is obtained, is mostly sensitive to the early stages
coalescence. Choosing both a sphere radius of 70 cm a
phase,d, for the interferometer of 0.04613, allows these a
tennas to be tuned to the 3700 Hz of the rotating bar pe
The SNR for the sphere at this frequency is only 4
31022 at 15 Mpc. Advanced LIGO has a SNR of 6.39
this distance, but event rate predictions are pessimistic a
a coalescence happening this close.

A comparison of the signal-to-noise ratios found in t
previous paper@2# for binary neutron star events with Figs.
and 10 shows that the addition of the gravitational wave b
reaction to the model does change the waveform of the c
lescence phase of the binary neutron star evolution. It is
portant for deciding the best configuration of advanc
LIGO to know the details of the coalescence wavefor
Other effects, notably inclusion of the magnetic fields in t
neutron stars and post-Newtonian corrections@80#, may
change all these waveforms, especially for the coalesce
and the rapidly rotating stellar core events. We have used
best available models to predict the gravitational radiat
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FIG. 10. Energy signal-to-noise ratios for a rapidly rotating st
lar core undergoing a dynamical instability. This source was sim
lated interacting with spherical resonant mass antennas~shown with
asterisks! and interferometers operating with resonant sideband
traction ~shown with circles! and a broadband interferomete
~shown with a dotted line!. The rapidly rotating core event wa
assumed at a distance of 1 Mpc.
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but further improvements are probable and our results sh
be seen in this light.

Despite the sensitivity advantages of interferomete
spheres do have benefits which should allow them to fin
niche in the field of gravitational wave detection. Havin
simultaneous detection of a single event by two comple
different technologies will help confirm signals with ma
ginal SNR’s; a near certainty in the early years of gravi
tional wave astronomy. Having a sphere near to an inter
ometer site will also allow for correlated searches
stochastic backgrounds of cosmological gravitational wa
@77,78#. It is conceivable that such pairing may occur
Louisiana between LIGO and Louisiana State University a
in Italy between Virgo and an Italian sphere.

Spheres may be particularly well suited for detecting s
lar radiation @79,81,82# because of their symmetry prope
ties. This would allow for exploration of gravity beyond th
predictions of general relativity. The comparatively low co
of spherical antennas in relation to interferometers could
low for construction of more individual detectors which a
located more widely around the globe. This would help
duce the effects of non-Gaussian noise. The decades o
perience working with bar detectors will provide usef
background for sphere projects. Operation in conjunct
with the interferometer network, an array of spherical det
-
rn
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tors will be a valuable asset to the worldwide effort to d
velop gravitational wave astronomy.
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